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Effect of different jump distributions on the dynamics of jump processes
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The paper investigates stochastic processes forced by independent and identically distributed jumps occurring according to a Poisson process. The impact of different distributions of the jump amplitudes are analyzed
for processes with linear drift. Exact expressions of the probability density functions are derived when jump
amplitudes are distributed as exponential, gamma, and mixture of exponential distributions for both natural and
reflecting boundary conditions. The mean level-crossing properties are studied in relation to the different jump
amplitudes. As an example of application of the previous theoretical derivations, the role of different rainfalldepth distributions on an existing stochastic soil water balance model is analyzed. It is shown how the shape
of distribution of daily rainfall depths plays a more relevant role on the soil moisture probability distribution as
the rainfall frequency decreases, as predicted by future climatic scenarios.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamical systems with trajectories forced by instantaneous discontinuous transitions 共i.e., jumps兲 are of interest in
various disciplines, such as queuing theory, with applications
to storage problems, insurance and stock market modeling
关1–3兴, and biophysics, where jump processes have been
adopted in neuron models to describe the voltage across a
nerve membrane 关4–7兴. They have been also used in ecology
to model, e.g., drastic fluctuations in population dynamics
关8–10兴 and the occurrence of fires in ecosystems 关11,12兴.
Further applications can be found in hydrology, e.g., to generate stream flow data 关13兴 and describe the soil water balance 关14兴, in the study of noise-driven transport 关15兴 and
noise-induced synchronization 关16–18兴, in models of human
action executions 关7,19兴, and in the physics of solar flare
rates 关20,21兴.
Many of the dynamical systems previously mentioned
may be described in terms of a single representative stochastic variable x共t兲, which follows a deterministic trajectory perturbed by instantaneous jumps of random amplitudes occurring according to a Poisson process. In the following we will
focus on systems for which the dynamics of the random variable x共t兲 is driven by the stochastic differential equation

F共x,t兲 = 兺 y n␦共t − tn兲,

共2兲

n=1

where the sequence 兵tn其 共n = 1 , 2 , . . .兲 represents the instants
of occurrence of n events of the Poisson counting process
N共t兲 共t ⱖ 0兲 with intensity , which will be considered constant, and 兵y n其 is a sequence of independent random variables, identically distributed as h共y兲 and independent of the
Poisson process N共t兲.
The emphasis of this study is on the probability density
function 共pdf兲 of the state variable x共t兲, p共x , t兲. We will analyze how p共x , t兲 of processes with the same drift and forced
by jumps occurring at the same rate  are shaped by different
jump distributions h共y兲. The analysis is extended to systems
bounded by reflecting barriers, and the obtained results will
be used to study the effect of different jump distributions on
the time of crossing of a constant level. As an application of
these theoretical results, we discuss a stochastic model for
the soil water balance in arid and semiarid ecosystems, extending the work of 关22兴 to analyze the role of different
forms of rainfall-depth distributions in the stochastic soil water balance equation.
II. GENERAL PROPERTIES

dx
= − f共x兲 + F共x,t兲,
dt

A. Naturally bounded processes

共1兲

where f共x兲 is a drift that drives the deterministic behavior of
the system between jumps and F共x , t兲 is a Poisson process,
defined as
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According to Eq. 共1兲, the transition probability density
function of x共t兲, p共x , t兲, satisfies the forward master equation
关23兴



p共x,t兲 = 关f共x兲p共x,t兲兴 − p共x,t兲 + 
t
x

冕

+⬁

p共x − z,t兲h共z兲dz,

−⬁

共3兲
where the terms on the right-hand side are, respectively, the
contributions to p共x , t兲dx due to the drift f共x兲, the loss of
probability generated by jumps that make the process leave
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FIG. 1. Example of time series and effect of a reflecting barrier.

the present trajectory, and the contribution to the probability
due to jumps to the state x. The initial condition to solve Eq.
共3兲 will be assumed to be an atom of probability in x = x共0兲
= x0, i.e., p共x , 0兲 = ␦共x − x0兲.
For linear drift 共see, e.g., Sec. III兲, a convenient approach
to solve Eq. 共3兲 and to derive the statistical properties of x共t兲
is through the two-sided Laplace transform
ⴱ

p 共u,t兲 =

冕

e

共4兲

p共x,t兲dx,

pⴱx 共u,t兲 = e−t关1−h

ⴱ共u兲兴

共5兲

,

where it has been assumed that x0 = 0. The mean and variance
of x change in time as x = yt and 2x = 2 = 2y t, with y
and 2y as the mean and variance of the jumps, respectively.
By normalizing x as z = 共x − x兲 / x, one can write
pzⴱ共u,t兲 = eux/x pⴱx 共u/x兲 = eux/xe−t关1−h

ⴱ共u/ 兲兴
x

For u → 0, hⴱ共u / x兲 can be approximated as
d ⴱ
h 共s兲
ds

冏 冏

u
d2
+ 2 hⴱ共s兲
ds
s=0 x

冏

.

共6兲

u2
2
s=0 2x

+ ¯
= 1 − y

冊

␥t
I1共2冑␥xt兲 + ␦共x兲 , 共8兲
x

B. Reflecting boundaries
−ux

with initial condition pⴱ共u , 0兲 = exp共−ux0兲. The Laplace transform can be used to calculate the moments of x whereas the
inversion of pⴱ共u , t兲 was not possible.
An application of the use of the Laplace transform to
solve Eq. 共3兲 can be derived for jump processes in the absence of drift, i.e., the Poisson process. When f共x兲 = 0, applying the Laplace transform to Eq. 共3兲 yields

冏

冉冑

where ␥ is the parameter of the exponential distribution of
the jumps and I共 · 兲 is the modified Bessel function of the
first kind of order  关25兴.

+⬁

−⬁

hⴱ共u/x兲兩u→0 = hⴱ共0兲 +

p共x,t兲 = exp共− x␥ − t兲

u
u2
+ E关y 2兴 2 + ¯ .
x
2x

共7兲

Inserting the previous equation into Eq. 共6兲 and taking the
limit for t → +⬁ yields pzⴱ共u兲 = exp共u2 / 2兲, which means that z
tends to a normal distribution, as expected from the central
limit theorem.
An exact derivation of this application of the central limit
theorem can be obtained for jumps exponentially distributed,
for which pⴱx 共u , t兲 can be inverted to give 共see, for example,
关24兴兲

In the presence of reflecting barriers, obtaining the solution p共x , t兲 becomes more difficult. However, if the system
reaches steady-state conditions 关i.e., the pdf of x共t兲 does not
vary in time兴, the solution of Eq. 共3兲 for a bounded system is
simply related to that of the same system with natural boundaries by means of a rescaling within its domain of existence
关14兴 共note, however, that it is not possible to obtain a general
form of the steady-state pdf for generic jump distributions兲.
This is schematically shown in Fig. 1 for a process with a
natural bound at x = 0.
For the sake of simplicity, let us start by imagining sampling a trajectory at equal time intervals for a long period of
time. To estimate the frequency distribution we first build a
histogram with the height of each rectangle proportional to
the number of sampled points in each bin. The frequency
distribution can be estimated by dividing the height of each
rectangle by the total number of sampled points. When a
reflecting barrier is introduced at x = xb 共i.e., x 苸 共0 , xb兴兲, the
portions of trajectories above the bound no longer exist, and
whenever a jump generates an overshoot the system starts
from xb. As shown in Fig. 1, the number of points in each bin
⌬x below the barrier is the same for the bounded and unbounded processes. Therefore, the histogram of the bounded
process coincides with the histogram of the unbounded process for x ⱕ xb. However, the total number of points sampled
in the unbounded process is larger than that of the bounded
process because of the portions of trajectories above xb. Accordingly, the frequency distribution of the two processes
needs to be scaled differently. The bounded process is scaled
using only the number of points below the threshold, while
the unbounded process needs to be scaled using all the
sampled points.
This reasoning can be extended to a continuous process.
Assuming that the pdf of the unbounded process 关i.e., x
苸 共0 , +⬁兲兴 is known, the area subtended by such a pdf above
two intervals ⌬x1 and ⌬x2 represents the percentage of time
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that the process spends in these two intervals, respectively.
When a reflecting barrier is added, the percentage of time
spent by the bounded process in the intervals ⌬x1 and ⌬x2 is
higher than in the unbounded case. However, because the
dynamics between jumps follow the same deterministic law
defined by the drift f共x兲, the ratio between the shaded areas
in the two pdf’s in Fig. 1 must be the same for the bounded
and unbounded cases. The pdf of the bounded process can
thus be calculated by rescaling the pdf of the unbounded
process, so that the area of the pdf equals 1. As a result, the
pdf pb共x兲 of a process bounded between −⬁ and xb is proportional to the pdf pu共x兲 of the corresponding unbounded
process within the same interval 关pb共x兲 = Cpu共x兲兴. Because

冕

xb

−⬁

pb共x兲dx = C

冕

xb

pu共x兲dx = 1,

共9兲

−⬁

xb
C = 1 / 兰−⬁
pu共x兲dx.
The same procedure, with appropriate modifications of
the extremes of integrations, can be used when the system is
bounded between two reflecting barriers and in the presence
of atoms of probability. This would also apply if the system
was additionally forced by white Gaussian noise, as long as
the process has reached steady-state conditions 关24,26兴.

C. Level-crossing properties

In various practical applications, it is important to have
information about the time that a stochastic variable at steady
state spends above 共or below兲 a certain threshold. An exact
complete characterization of the statistics of such a time is
only available for a few stochastic processes 关27兴. However,
in the case of jump processes general results can be derived
for the mean duration of an excursion above 共or below兲 a
threshold when jumps and drift are both either positive or
negative.
In the case of always positive jumps, if f共x兲 is positive,
the dynamics of x is due to two opposite mechanisms 关see
Eq. 共1兲兴. The drift makes x decrease and the positive jumps
force x to increase. When none of these two mechanisms
prevails, x共t兲 can reach steady-state conditions. At steady
state, if  is the average frequency of up-crossings of a level
 of x共t兲, the average duration of time intervals during which
x共t兲 ⬍  is 关27–29兴
P共兲
,
T − =


共10兲

where P共兲 is the probability that x共t兲 ⬍ , which represents
the average length of time spent by the process below  per
unit time. Since an up-crossing can only be caused by a
jump, the frequency of up-crossing  can be calculated as
follows. By definition, dt is the probability of having an
up-crossing of  in the interval dt. Because of the independence between jump occurrence and amplitude, dt is given
by the product between the probability of occurrence of a
jump, dt, and the probability that such a jump moves x
above . The probability that a jump produces an up-crossing
of  starting from a level z ⬍  is

冕

+⬁

共11兲

h共y兲dy.

−z

Therefore, the probability that a jump causes an up-crossing
starting from any z ⬍  can be written as

冕 冉冕


+⬁

−⬁

−z

冊

共12兲

h共y兲dy p共z兲dz,

from which

 = 

冕 冉冕


+⬁

−⬁

−z

冊

共13兲

h共y兲dy p共z兲dz.

Using an extension of the Rice formula, the frequency  can
be also calculated as 关28–31兴,

 = f共兲p共兲,

共14兲

which represents the frequency of down-crossing. In fact, as
derived in Appendix A, the integration of Eq. 共3兲 in steadystate conditions simply states that the frequency of upcrossing equals that of down-crossing.
As already noted by 关29兴, the introduction of a reflecting
barrier above the level  共i.e., xb ⬎ 兲 does not modify the
average duration of an excursion below , because pb共x兲
= Cpu共x兲. As the probability of being below  increases for xb
becoming closer to , so does the frequency of up-crossing,
thereby maintaining T− constant. Therefore, the dynamics of
the process above  do not affect the value of T−. On the
other hand, as intuitively expected, the presence of a bound
at xb ⬎  becomes important in determining the average duration of an excursion above , i.e.,

1 − P共兲
=
T + =




冕
冕 冉冕

xb




+⬁

−⬁

−u

pb共u兲du

冊

.

共15兲

h共y兲dy pb共u兲du

III. LINEAR DRIFT

In this section we compare a few systems with the same
linear drift f共x兲 = kx 共k ⬎ 0兲 and forced by a compound Poisson process with constant rate  and different distributions of
the jump amplitudes, h共y兲. These types of systems in engineering applications are commonly called filtered Poisson
processes with exponential shape function, while in physics
these are known as shot-noise or generalized OrnsteinUhlenbeck processes 共see Ref. 关32兴兲. We note in passing that
the case of linear deterministic decays between jumps 共i.e.,
constant drift兲 with threshold at zero has been discussed in
depth in the seminal work of Takács 关33兴.
The shot-noise process has a natural bound at x = 0, so that
in the unbounded case its domain is the positive axis. Because x ⱖ 0, in the unbounded case the Laplace transform of
p共x , t兲 reads 共see Appendix B兲
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pⴱ共u,t兲 = e−x0ue

−kt

冉 冕

exp − 

u

ue−kt

冊

关1 − hⴱ共u⬘兲兴
du⬘ . 共16兲
ku⬘

The pdf p共x , t兲 can thus be derived by inverting the Laplace
transform. In most of the cases the inversion is not possible
and it is more convenient to operate directly on the Laplace
transform in steady-state conditions, i.e.,

冉 冕

pⴱ共u兲 = exp − 

u

0

冊

1 − hⴱ共u⬘兲
du⬘ .
ku⬘

共17兲

Accordingly, the mean of the process is

y
共1 − e−kt兲.
k

x = x0e−kt +

n


共1 − e−nkt兲,
nk

where E关y
In what follows, cases with different distributions h共y兲 are
analyzed, assuming that the jumps are positive 关i.e., h共y兲 = 0
for y ⬍ 0兴. We note that exact steady-state pdf’s of x can be
calculated also for some distributions with both positive and
negative jumps, such as, e.g., the two-sided exponential distribution, h共y兲 = 共r / 2兲exp共−r兩y兩兲, for which p共x兲 is a so-called
K distribution 关26,34兴,
p共x兲 =

冑

T −共  兲 =

2 r共r兩x兩兲s−1/2
Ks−1/2共r兩x兩兲,
 2s⌫共s兲

p共x兲 =

−kt

冉

␥ + ue−kt
␥+u

冊

/k

共21兲

,

pⴱg共u,t兲 = e−x0ue

␥ kt
共e − 1兲
k

再

exp

x

du
,
f共u兲

共25兲

⫻

冎


关/共ue−kt兲兴␣F共␣, ␣ ; ␣ + 1;− /关ue−kt兴兲
k␣
,

exp
共/u兲␣F共␣, ␣ ; ␣ + 1;− /u兲
k␣

冋

册

共26兲
where F共· , · ; · ; ·兲 is the hypergeometric function 关25兴. When
the system reaches steady state, the pdf becomes 关25兴

冋

册


共/u兲␣F共␣, ␣ ; ␣ + 1;− /u兲 ,
k␣
共27兲

where N is a normalization constant such that pⴱg共0兲 = 1.
An exact distribution in steady-state conditions can be
obtained when the shape factor ␣ is equal to 2, i.e., h共y兲
= 2ye−y / ⌫共2兲. In this case,

冉

u
k共 + u兲

冊冉 冊

+u

/k

. 共28兲

The two functions f ⴱ1共u兲 and f ⴱ2共u兲 can be inverted separately
as 关35兴

pe共x,t兲 = ⌰共x − x0e−kt兲 e−t␦共x − x0e−kt兲
−kt兲

冕 冊

−kt−t

pⴱg共u兲 = f ⴱ1共u兲f ⴱ2共u兲 = exp −

再

共24兲

When the jump amplitudes are distributed as h共y兲
= ␣y ␣−1e−y / ⌫共␣兲, a general solution for the Laplace transform of the pdf of x共t兲 can be derived as shown in Appendix
C to obtain

and can be inverted to obtain 关35–37兴

+ e−t−␥共x−x0e

冉

N
exp − ␥x + 
f共x兲

pⴱg共u兲 = N共/u兲/kexp −

The case with h共y兲 = ␥ exp共−␥y兲 is well known in the literature and it is briefly discussed here for completeness. The
Laplace transform can be derived as

冊

B. Gamma distribution

A. Exponential distribution

pⴱe 共u,t兲 = e−x0ue

冉

1

1F1 1,1 + , ␥ .

k

with N as a normalization constant to assure that 兰+⬁
0 p共x兲dx
= 1.

共20兲

with s =  / 共2k兲, ⌫共 · 兲 as the gamma function, and K共 · 兲 as the
modified Bessel function of the second kind 关25兴.

共23兲

We recall that in steady-state conditions, when the jumps are
exponentially distributed, solutions for processes with generic forms of the drift can be obtained by solving Eq. 共3兲 as
关14兴

共19兲

+⬁ n
兴 = 兰−⬁
y h共y兲dy.

␥/k −␥x /k−1
e x
.
⌫共/k兲

The average duration of an excursion below a level  can be
exactly calculated as 共see also Refs. 关29,32,36,38兴兲

共18兲

Higher-order moments of x can be calculated from the cumulants, which read 关1兴

n = E关y n兴

pe共x兲 =

f 1共x兲 =

冎

⫻ 1F1关1 − /k,2, ␥共x − x0e−kt兲共1 − ekt兲兴 , 共22兲
where ⌰共 · 兲 is the Heaviside function and 1F1共· , · , ·兲 is the
Kummer confluent hypergeometric function 关25兴. In steadystate condition, Eq. 共22兲 becomes the gamma distribution

f 2共x兲 = e/k−x

/k −x /k−1
e x
,
⌫共/k兲

冑 冉冑 冊

I1 2
kx

x
+ e/k−x␦共x兲,
k

共29兲

where f 1共x兲 is a gamma distribution and I共 · 兲 is the modified
Bessel function of the first kind 关25兴. The pdf p共x兲 can be
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evaluated as the convolution between f 1共x兲 and f 2共x兲, i.e.,
pg共x兲 = 兰x0 f 1共x − z兲f 2共z兲dz, and reads
pg共x兲 = e−/k−x共kx/兲共/k−1兲/2共1+/k兲/2I/k−1关2冑x/k兴.
共30兲

C. Mixture of exponential distributions

Mixtures of exponential distributions 共or hyperexponential distributions兲 find applications in queuing and communication problems, and they have been efficiently used to approximate heavy-tail distributions, such as Pareto and
Weibull distributions 关39兴. A mixture of m exponential distributions has the form
m

h共y兲 = 兺 i␥ie−␥iy ,

共31兲

i=1

m
i = 1. By using Eq. 共16兲, the
with i 苸 共0 , 1兲 and 兺i=1
Laplace transform of the pdf of x can be obtained as
m

ⴱ
共u,t兲 = e−x0ue
pm

−kt

兿
i=1

冉

␥i + ue−kt
␥i + u

冊

i/k

,

␥i kt
共e − 1兲 1F1
k

⫻关1 − i/k,2, ␥ix共1 − ekt兲兴.

共33兲

The steady-state pdf of x is given by the convolution of m
gamma distributions,
pi共x兲 =

␥i i/k −␥ x  /k−1
e ix i .
⌫共i/k兲

共34兲

In the particular case of a mixture of two exponential distributions, w2 equals 1 − w1 and the steady-state pdf of x can be
derived as 共see Appendix D兲
pm共x兲 =

1兲/k −1+/k
e−␥1x␥1 1/k␥共1−
x
2
⌫共/k兲

⫻ 1F 1

冉

冊



共1 − 1兲, ,共␥1 − ␥2兲x .
k
k

variance 2兲 when the system is forced by jumps exponentially and gamma distributed, the difference between the
variances of the two processes results to

共32兲

which implies that pm共x , t兲 is given by the convolution of
f 0 = ␦共x − x0e−kt兲 and m functions f i 共i = 1 , 2 , . . . , m兲, each of
which reads
f i共x,t兲 = e−it␦共x兲 + e−it−␥ix

FIG. 2. Comparison between steady-state p共x兲 of processes with
the same mean 共x = 2兲 forced by jumps with different distributions:
exponential 共continuous line: ␥ = 1兲, gamma 共dashed line: ␣ = 2, 
= 2兲, and mixture of two exponential distributions 共dotted line: 1
= 0.4, ␥1 = 4, ␥2 = 2 / 3; dashed-dotted line: 1 = 0.8, ␥1 = 4, ␥2 = 1 / 4兲.
Common parameters are k = 0.2 and  = 0.4.

共35兲

D. Comparison between processes with different jump
distributions

A comparison among processes that only differ in the distribution of the jump amplitudes 共i.e., with the same , k, and
x0兲 shows how the jumps shape the pdf of x. According to
Eqs. 共18兲 and 共19兲, the moments of x strongly depend on the
moments of the distribution of the jump sizes. Different distributions of the jumps with the same mean lead to the same
mean for x, while higher-order moments are different, as it
can be seen from the cumulants. If we compare 2 共i.e., the

2e 共t兲 − 2g共t兲 =

冉 冊

1
1 
共1 − e−2kt兲.
2 1−
␥
␣ 2k

共36兲

As expected the difference between the two variances increases in time and reaches its maximum value at steady
state. Higher moments can be also evaluated. For example,
the differences between the skewness and kurtosis coefficients at steady state are 2 − 2 / 冑␣ and 6 − 6 / ␣, respectively.
When ␣ = 1, the gamma distribution becomes exponential
and the moments of two processes coincide. As ␣ grows the
difference between the two processes increases. Larger differences can be obtained using a mixture of exponential distributions because the higher number of parameters permits
more flexibility.
Examples of these differences at steady state are shown in
Fig. 2. Although the mean of x in steady-state conditions is
the same for the four processes because y is the same for all
the jump distributions, the higher-order statistics appear very
different. Jumps gamma distributed generate modes of pg共x兲
that are larger than the modes of pe共x兲 and pm共x兲. With an
opportune choice of the parameters, pm共x兲 can present a peak
for low values of x and a tail higher than the other distributions.
These differences in the statistics induced by the various
distributions of the jump amplitudes are reflected in the
crossing properties. Figure 3 reports the average duration of
excursion below a level  and the frequency of up-crossing
共or down-crossing兲 the same level as a function of  itself. As
 increases, T− becomes larger for all the distributions. Differences in T− become more marked for larger values of .
Mixtures of exponential distributions, which present heavier
tails, allow the systems to reach higher levels more often
共i.e.,  is larger兲, thereby sensibly reducing T−.
IV. SOIL WATER BALANCE

The temporal evolution of the soil water content controls
the dynamics of vegetation and soil biogeochemistry as well
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FIG. 3. Comparison between the average duration of an excursion below a level  and frequency of up-crossing a level  for processes
forced by jumps with different distributions: exponential 共continuous line: ␥ = 1兲, gamma 共dashed line: ␣ = 2,  = 2兲, and mixture of two
exponential distributions 共dotted line: 1 = 0.4, ␥1 = 4, ␥2 = 2 / 3; dashed-dotted line: 1 = 0.8, ␥1 = 4, ␥2 = 1 / 4兲. Common parameters are
k = 0.2 and  = 0.4.

as the exchanges of energy and water between the land and
the atmosphere. Its stochastic dynamics, driven by random
pulses of rainfall, is a clear example of a jump process,
which has been quite extensively studied in the context of
arid and semiarid ecohydrology 关14,40兴. In this section a
simplified stochastic model for the soil water balance is presented and the effect of different distributions of precipitation event depths is analyzed.

A. Model description

Following the modeling scheme of 关14,22兴, the soil can be
considered to be a constant storage capacity w0; the daily soil
water balance at a point can thus be schematically described
by
w0

dx
= − ET共x兲 + I共x,t兲,
dt

共37兲

where x is the effective relative soil moisture defined between 0 共e.g., dry soil兲 and 1 共e.g., saturated soil兲, ET共x兲 is
the evapotranspiration rate, and I共x , t兲 is the infiltration rate,
i.e., the amount of rainfall entering the soil. The water content is randomly forced by precipitation, which generates fast
increments of soil moisture. We assume that the spatial
scales considered are small enough for moisture recirculation
to be negligible, so that rainfall events are independent of the
soil moisture conditions. With this assumption, at the daily
time scale and within a growing season, rainfall can be idealized as a compound Poisson process, whose events occur at
a constant rate  and carry a random amount of water extracted from a distribution h共y兲 with mean ␣r. When a rainfall event carries more water than the soil can accommodate,
x reaches the upper bound at 1 and the excess of water is lost
through leakage and/or runoff L. In the other cases the whole
rainfall amount infiltrates the soil. The infiltration process,
which determines the increments of soil moisture following
precipitation events, is thus related to that of rainfall and also
depends on the value of x共t兲 at the moment of the jump.
Between rainfall events, x decreases because of evapotranspiration. Evapotranspiration is assumed to be a function
of the water available to vegetation 共i.e., x兲 and the potential
evapotranspiration E p, which is the maximum rate of evapo-

transpiration achievable under well-watered conditions
共x = 1兲. In the following, evapotranspiration rate ET共x兲 is assumed to decrease linearly from E p at x = 1 to zero at x = 0
关22兴. Equation 共37兲 can thus be written as
dx
= − x + F共x,t兲,
dt

共38兲

where  = E p / w0 and F共x , t兲 is the infiltration rate normalized
with respect to w0.
The dynamics of x in steady-state conditions can be interpreted as the soil moisture dynamics during a growing season 关22兴. Therefore, the pdf p共x兲 can be assumed to be representative of the soil moisture statistics for a period of
several months 共e.g., 6–7 months兲. Because we are focusing
on the process at steady state, the presence of the bound at
x = 1 can be taken into account by renormalizing between 0
and 1 the pdf of the unbounded process 共see Sec. II B兲.
In order to find p共x兲, the distribution of the rainfall
amount per event 共i.e., the jumps兲 needs to be defined. The
daily rainfall amount per event has been often assumed to be
exponentially distributed 关14,22,24,26兴. This choice reduces
the number of parameters involved in the model and allows
exact mathematical derivation of the pdf of x 关22兴. However,
in some regions and for specific applications, daily rainfall
depth may be better by more flexible distributions, such as
the gamma distribution. For example, the shape parameter ␣
of these gamma distributions has been observed to vary between 0.5 and 0.6 in monsoon regions of China and 1.2 in
southern Mexico 关41兴. Moreover, although the exponential
and the gamma distributions in many cases fit data for low
values of rainfall amount per event, in other situations they
may fail to fit the tail of the distributions, and mixtures of
exponential distributions have been employed because of
their heavier tails 关42,43兴.
Here, we compare outcomes of the model in Eq. 共38兲
using three different types of distribution for daily rainfall
with the same average ␣r. We will use an exponential distribution with parameter ␥ = w0 / ␣r; gamma distributions with ␣
equal to 2, 0.6, 1.2, and  = ␣w0 / ␣r; and a mixture of exponential distributions for which 共1 / ␥1兲 + 关共1 − 1兲 / ␥2兴
= ␣ r / w 0.
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FIG. 4. 共a兲 Different steady-state pdf’s of x 共 = 0.1 d−1兲 and 共b兲 percentage of rainfall lost via evapotranspiration during a growing
season for processes forced by jumps with different distributions: exponential 共continuous line: ␥ = w0 / ␣兲, gamma 共 = ␣w0 / ␣r; dashed line:
␣ = 2; +: ␣ = 1.2; 䊊: ␣ = 0.6兲, and mixture of two exponential distributions 共共1 / ␥1兲 + 关共1 − 1兲 / ␥2兴 = ␣r / w0; dotted line: 1 = 0.45, ␥1
= 10w0 / ␣r兲. Common parameters are w0 = 7.2 cm, E p = 0.4 cm d−1, and ␣r = 1 cm.

Figure 4 reports a comparison of the steady-state pdf of x
forced by precipitation differently distributed. The solutions
with the rainfall amounts gamma distributed with parameter
different from 2 have been numerically calculated using the
numerical Laplace inversion package of MATHEMATICA 关44兴,
which has been tested against the exact available solutions.
Although the average amount of water carried by each
rainfall event is the same in all the examples, the mean of x
for various daily rainfall distributions is different because of
the presence of the bound at 1. The pdf obtained with daily
rainfall gamma distributed with ␣ = 1.2 is very similar to that
obtained with precipitation events exponentially distributed,
as expected. As the parameter ␣ decreases, the mode of the
pdf of x becomes lower than that of pe共x兲. Like in the unbounded case 共see Fig. 2兲, the mixed exponential, depending
on the values of the parameters, can result in pm共x兲 largely
more positively skewed than pe共x兲 and pg共x兲.
B. Average water balance

When soil moisture reaches steady state, the average water balance 共i.e., the seasonal water balance兲 can be written
as
具ET典 具L典
+
= 1,
具R典 具R典

共39兲

where 具ET典, 具R典, and 具L典 are the average evapotranspiration,
rainfall, and leakage rates, respectively. According to the
modeling scheme adopted, the balance can be written as
E p具x典 1␣l
+
= 1,
␣r
␣r

共40兲

where 1 =  p共x兲 兩x=1 is the frequency of occurrence of leakage events 共i.e., the frequency of up-crossing the level x = 1兲
and ␣l is the average of the leakage events, which means the
average of the portions of jumps above 1 − x共t兲. Equation
共40兲 hence allows us to calculate ␣l once p共x兲 is known.
When the daily rainfall amount is exponentially distributed,
the distribution of leakage has the same exponential distribution because of the memoryless property of the exponential
distribution. In this case ␣l = ␣r, as it can be verified from Eq.
共40兲.

Figure 4 shows the percentage of annual rainfall rate lost
through evapotranspiration rate with different h共y兲’s. The
largest differences in the partition of rainfall into evapotranspiration and leakage occur for low rainfall frequencies. In
fact, in such a case the leakage strongly depends on the tail
of the distribution of the jumps, and consequently the mixed
exponential distribution generates the highest percentage of
water lost via leakage because of its heavier tail.
C. Level-crossing properties

The differences in the statistical properties of x caused by
various distributions of the rainfall amount per event affect
important mechanisms related to the soil water content. For
example, as already mentioned, if soil moisture reaches saturation 共i.e., x = 1兲 after a rainfall event, water is lost because
of percolation or runoff. Especially in arid and semiarid climates, it might be useful to estimate the averaged time of
leakage and runoff occurrence, T1−, in order to define the
water availability in streams. Such a variable has been used,
for instance, as input for other models dealing with runoff
and leakage estimations at small watershed scales 关45兴. As
shown in Fig. 5, estimates of T1− are largely influenced by
the distribution of the rainfall intensities especially for low
rainfall frequencies.
The crossing properties of other soil moisture levels might
be of interest in relation to, e.g., the vegetation water stress
关22兴. Again, as reported in Fig. 5 in the case of T0.7−, various
distributions of daily rainfall amount per event lead to different estimates of the time spent below a certain level. These
differences, as expected, become more marked as 
decreases.
V. CONCLUSIONS

The paper studied the effect of different jump distributions on the dynamics of jump processes. General properties
are reviewed and the case of systems with linear drift is
analyzed in detail. Exact pdf’s of the state variable x are
reported in the case of jumps exponentially distributed, and
p共x兲’s in the cases of jumps gamma distributed and distributed as a mixture of exponential distributions are derived.
Particularly, a solution for the steady-state pdf p共x兲 when x is
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FIG. 5. Comparison between the average occurrence of runoff and the duration of an excursion below the level  = 0.7 as a function of
rainfall frequency for processes forced by jumps with different distributions: exponential 共continuous line: ␥ = w0 / ␣兲, gamma 共dashed line:
␣ = 2,  = ␣w0 / ␣r兲, and mixture of two exponential distributions 共dotted line: 1 = 0.45, ␥1 = 10w0 / ␣r, 共1 / ␥1兲 + 关共1 − 1兲 / ␥2兴 = ␣r / w0兲. Common parameters are n = 0.4, Zr = 30 cm, w0 = 7.2 cm, E p = 0.4 cm d−1, and ␣r = 1 cm.

forced by jumps gamma distributed with shape parameter
equal to 2 is derived 关Eq. 共30兲兴, and an exact expression for
p共x兲 when the jumps are distributed as a mixture of two
exponential distributions is presented 关Eq. 共35兲兴. These analytical solutions are used to study the effect of the jump
distribution on the average duration of an excursion below a
level x = . As  increases, these average times appear
strongly reduced for jump distributions with heavier tails
共Fig. 3兲.
The previous results are extended to bounded processes
and adopted in a schematic model for the soil water balance,
for which the state variable x is bounded between 0 and 1.
The jumps in this model are due to daily rainfall event. The
distribution of daily precipitation affects the statistics of the
effective relative soil moisture 共Fig. 4兲 as well as the crossing properties of thresholds associated with vegetation water
stress and occurrence of leakage and runoff 共Fig. 5兲. The
results from this model also suggest that the choice of the
distribution of daily rainfall depths is particularly important
when the rainfall frequency is low. These low rainfall frequencies are characteristic of arid and semiarid climates and
might well represent future climatic scenarios in some regions, for which rainfall is predicted to lower its frequency
and to increase the water amount per event.
APPENDIX A: FREQUENCY OF DOWN-CROSSING

In steady-state conditions, the master equation reads
d
关f共x兲p共x兲兴 − p共x兲 + 
dx

冕

f共兲p共兲 − 

冕

−⬁

p共x兲dx + 



−⬁



p共z兲h共x − z兲dz dx =

−⬁

冕 冉冕


x

−⬁

−⬁

冊

p共z兲h共x − z兲dz dx = 0.

−⬁

−z

p共z兲

−⬁

+⬁

1−

−⬁

冊
冊

h共y兲dy dz

0



=

冊

h共x − z兲dx dz

z



h共y兲dy p共z兲dz,

−z

共A3兲
which when inserted in Eq. 共A2兲 leads to

 = 

冕 冉冕


+⬁

−⬁

−z

冊

h共y兲dy p共z兲dz = f共兲p共兲.

共A4兲

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF p(x , t) WITH
LINEAR DRIFT

When f共x兲 = kx 共k ⬎ 0兲, transforming Eq. 共3兲 in the
Laplace domain yields


 ⴱ
p 共u,t兲 + ku pⴱ共u,t兲 = − 关1 − hⴱ共u兲兴pⴱ共u,t兲, 共B1兲
u
t
with initial condition pⴱ共u , 0兲 = exp共−x0u兲. Equation 共B1兲 can
be solved using the method of the characteristics. We look
for two independent integrals 共t , u , pⴱ兲 = C1 and 共t , u , pⴱ兲
= C2 of the characteristic system
dt =

dpⴱ
du
=
.
ku − 关1 − hⴱ共u兲兴pⴱ

共B2兲

The first integral can be found by solving kdt = du / u and
reads
C1 = ue−kt .

共B3兲

The second integral can be found by solving
dpⴱ − 关1 − hⴱ共u兲兴
du,
=
pⴱ
ku

共A2兲
The double integral can be rewritten as



p共z兲

=

p共z兲h共x − z兲dz = 0. 共A1兲

−⬁

冊 冕 冉冕
冕 冉冕
冕冉 冕

x

x

Integrating the previous equation with respect to x between
−⬁ and the level  yields


冕 冉冕

which gives
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冉冕

C2 = pⴱ exp

u

冊

关1 − hⴱ共u⬘兲兴
du⬘ .
ku⬘

The initial condition pⴱ共u , 0兲 = exp共−x0u兲 can be written in
parametric form as
t = 0,

pⴱ = exp共− x0兲,

u = ,


k

共B5兲


k

共B6兲

冉冕

C2 = e−x0 exp

冉冕

= pⴱ exp

u



ⴱ

关1 − h 共u⬘兲兴
du⬘
ku⬘

冊

冊

关1 − hⴱ共u⬘兲兴
du⬘ .
ku⬘
共B7兲

The function pⴱ共u , t兲 can be explicitly derived by eliminating
the parameter  from system 共B7兲 and it reads as Eq. 共16兲.

␣
.
hⴱ共u兲 =
共 + u兲␣

冉冕

exp

ue−kt

pⴱg共u,t兲 = e−x0ue

−kt−t


k

共− 1兲␣+1共− /s兲␣+1F共␣, ␣ ; ␣ ;− /s兲ds,

共C5兲

冊

␣

F共␣, ␣ ; ␣ + 1;− /s兲

1兲/k
␥1 1/k␥共1−
2
⌫共1/k兲⌫共关1 − 1兴/k兲

⫻共x − z兲

共C1兲

␣
␣ ds .
ue−kt 共 + s兲 s

 
k␣ s

冏

u

.
ue−kt

共C6兲

When h共y兲 = 1␥1 exp共−␥1y兲 + 共1 − 1兲␥2 exp共−␥2y兲, p共x兲
is given by the convolution of two gamma distributions defined in Eq. 共34兲. Accordingly,

−1+共1−1兲/k

冕

x

e−␥1zz−1+1/ke−␥2共x−z兲

0

共D1兲

dz.

By operating the variable change z = sx and rearranging the
terms, the previous equation can be written as

冊

u

ue−kt

APPENDIX D: JUMP SIZE DISTRIBUTED AS A MIXTURE
OF TWO EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTIONS

pm共x兲 =

关␣/共 + s兲␣ − 兴
ds ,
ks

冉冕

exp

共C4兲

Equation 共26兲 is obtained by inserting the previous equation
into Eq. 共C3兲.

pm共x兲 =

1兲/k −␥2x −1+/k
␥1 1/k␥共1−
e x
2
⌫共1/k兲⌫共关1 − 1兴/k兲

冕

1

e−共␥1−␥2兲xss−1+1/k

0

⫻共1 − s兲−1+共1−1兲/kds,
共C2兲

which gives

共− 1兲␣+1共− /s兲␣+1共1 + /s兲−␣ds,

冏 冉冊

When h共y兲 = ␣y ␣−1e−y / ⌫共␣兲, the function hⴱ共u兲 reads

pⴱg共u,t兲 = e

冕

u

−

APPENDIX C: JUMP SIZE GAMMA DISTRIBUTED

u

ue−kt

which can be solved as 共Eq. 共15.2.4兲 of 关25兴兲

C1 =  = ue−kt ,

−x0ue−kt

u

which, by using Eq. 共15.1.8兲 of 关25兴, can be rewritten in
terms of the hypergeometric function F共· , · ; · ; ·兲 as

from which the two constants C1 and C2 result to be

Equation 共16兲 thus reads

冕

共D2兲

which according to Eqs. 共13.2.1兲 of 关25兴 can be re-written as
pm共x兲 =

共C3兲

1兲/k −1+/k
e−␥2x␥1 1/k␥共1−
x
2
⌫共/k兲

⫻ 1F 1

冉

冊

1 
, ,− 共␥1 − ␥2兲x ,
k k

共D3兲

The integral on the right-hand side of the previous equation
can be written as

which equals Eq. 共35兲 when Eq. 共13.1.27兲 of 关25兴 is applied.
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